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The end of Christian stewardship is human character. 
 
The material requirements of Gods Kingdom provides no adequate explanation of this princlple. 
 
Gods soverign purposes of redemption could doubtless have been fulfilled with out appeal to the help of 
man. He who own the cattle upon a thousand hills” who provides harvests that “shake like LeBarron who 
hid the treasures of gold in the pockets of the mountains and giveth food to every living thing” is surely 
above dependence  
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of your contributions. It is for the moral reaction upon our inner selves that God requires our sacarifices. 
Not the gift but the giver is God seeking. 
 
And it is not primarily that the church may have a system of finance, but that its moral facualties may be 
developed that the principals  of  stewardship have been wrought into its fiber The Jewish tithe was not for 
the sake of the tithe but for the sake Jew. And if our researches into his history and psychology convince us 
that he needed this 
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disipline, a little introspection will persuade us that even the twentieth century christian is not exempt from 
the need of such restraint. 
 
Stewardship is a matter of the heart. It permeates and issues  from the inner life. It rests upon an exalted 
conseption of mans’ relation to God, seeks a right attitude to his will, and acknowledgs his creative power 
and soverign ownership. 
 
The practice of tithing stewardship has a marked influence upon the Christian community It 
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vitalizes the moral and social ideals of the church in a varity of ways. Consider the effects upon a 
congregatin of an abundant, regular, and assured supply of all its material and social needs and for every 
appropriate form of benevolent endeavor. 
 
First would be the emancipation of the social impulses from commercialism. Suppers, parties excursions 
and other forms of social  activity could still have their legitimate place, but the little wheedlings, 
jockeyings subterfuges and trickeries of the 
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present financial regime would have no further place or welcome and the parasitic army that follows the 
pastor and the church officer about with something to sell would be reduced to the necessity of earning an 
honest living. Socials for a genuinely social pruposes may yet prove to be a greater blessing to the church 
than has ever yet bee dreamed, but socials as a substitute for cheerful giving and sa a method for coaxing 
reluctant contributions form unconsecrated pockets are 
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not only a pathetic failure but a moral blight. 
 
The influence upon the unchurched community of a congregation unanimously committed to stewardship 
methods of finance would be incalculable. Nothing so impresses the dignity of an organization upon those 
with out as the ability to manage its own affairs. The Nation business house, church, family individuels, 
whose chief occupation is the solicitation of help from out side always invites pity often suspicion, and 
ultmately contemp 
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(this may be out of order)years upon years of wasted time, all of which might have been saved had Gods 
(“plan” crossed out) principle of Steward ship been the accepted policy of his church. 
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The church that pays its own bills promptly and in full, enlarges it plans for the service of  men carries it 
gospel to the ends of the earth, and does all this with out complaining, whining shirking, or s______> 
 
It is interesting to speculate in the amount of man power – and woman power which widespread 
stewardship would release for legitimate church and community service. The men who consititute the 
average official board are among  the men who are usually designated as the leading 
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Members of the church. Yet in what religious activities are they permitted a qualified to lead Their 
availeable time for  serving the church  and for counceling togather upon its interprises is often consumed 
in fretfully and labourasly considering how to make its adaquate finances suffice for its multiplying needs 
There are amonge us men who have grown gray headed in the ministry of the church who have as their 
chief memory of the official board a monthly midnight agony over hopeless finances 
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Could a visitor from Mars be made acquainted with the needs, sin and sorrow of our World, and the 
Mission of Jesus and his church, And then told that every local congregtion is equipped with a Ladies Aid 
Society, what would be his supposition as to the function of this band of noble women? Would he ever 
guess that their corporate intelegance and limited physical strength are largely given to deviseing labourous 
plans for enticeing nickles from grudging saints and grimacing Sinners? He would picture them 
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praying by the bedside of the sick carrying cheer to the discouraged and aiding the pastor in great scheams 
and adventures of spiritual conquest. Alas that our covetous hearts and our fear to trust Gods ways have so 
prostituted their generous endeavors On the principle here discussed the Average person connected with the 
church would be giving three times as much to its interprises as he (“is” crossed out) now contributes. This 
would increase its dignity as a g___ concern and as a Moral Force 
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in the community and would augment the interest (“of” crossed out) in its welfare on the part of every 
person who supported it. It is a recognized fact that a mans interest in any interprise varies in proportion to  
 
 



his investment.The ups & downs of the church are of (“little” crossed out) all too little interest to the 
average member,  he has so little invested But let him begin to pour at least one tenth of his resources into 
its enterprise and his interest will become intense 
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Christian Stewardship swiftly connects a man’s religion with his everyday life it gives dignity to his  
 
 
struggle for existance. This spirit of stewardship caried into all material affairs would inevitably sanctify 
the entire process of money getting investments expenditures and giving when principals of Christian 
stewardship are universally applied in the world of business finance and industry will be rulled by maxims 
hither to but little known Both Labor & Capitol will feel the 
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wholesome restraint of the Christ ideal, Speculation and investment will observe the simple formula of the 
Golden Rule Class rivalries will be dissolved in the atmosahere of brother hood. The harassing problems of 
race and clan can not continue to resist this comprehencive principle Just how the strained relations 
between the races and tribes of men are to be solved & harmonized no profit of today would dare predict 
But when every man and every Nation cme to realize a full sense of Steward ship for eve_ other man and 
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nation the end of war, oppression soul slavery and privileged aristocracy will be at hand Steward ship will 
be the dominant note in national and international councils and the new world vision will be the Vision of a 
spiritual democracy 
Stewardship is commonly regarded as having reference to material posessions and is not always considered 
in the formulation of plans for the Spiritual life of the church As already noted noted (repeated) the prime 
Purpose of steward ship is spiritual 
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And the promotion of stewardship if wisely carried out, invarablely results in an increase of Spiritual life 
which should come first in the Churches program of instruction Steward ship or evangelism? The correct 
answer is Both Nothing can so prepare the church to profit by stewardship instruction as a season in which 
(“a” crossed out) goodly numbers of young and old are offering them selves to Christian life. On the other 
hand the speediest way to promote a rational 
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evangelism in the church is to set before its people the chalange of Christian Stewardship many a father, 
grown rich in material things, apathetic toward spiritual demands, diligent in business, lavash toward 
luxury and pleasure, wonders why his sons stray in foly and sin with no care for the church to which he in 
principle, still affectionately adheres The explanation is simple. The sons are fully aware that no father 
whoes entire existence is bound up in every thing but the church who never makes any self denial 
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contributions to its program, And who never except under a reluctant compulsion offers more than a trifle 
pittance to his Lord has any real value upon its teachings 
He who leads and individual a_ a church to the joys and the burdens of steward ship is opening a wide 
channel for the influx of Spiritual life. 
The influence of steward ship on the spiritual life (“of the” crossed out) is as simple as nature. Steward ship 
acknowledges God and puts him first in all lifes program. This brings staybility 
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Steward ship compels a life of trust. God will provide every thing needful if we trust him. 
Stewardship enlarges the prayer horison and provides financial investments ofr which the Christian can 
afford to pray. When we think of the many missionaries  that a_ scattered all over the world, the sick, the 
suffering and dying surely there is no lack of material for intelligent and prevailing prayer. 
To One committed to principles of Steward ship the ravages of covetousness, that sin most 
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paralyzing and deadly in the opulent age in which we live have no terrors for his life, bound up withr higher 
& nobler endeavors, has neither time nor disposition to listen to the reductions of those fleeting joys and 
tawdry treasures which perish with the using. 
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Mrs McQueen 
Mrs Griggs 
Mrs Gatewood 
Mrs Johnson 
Mrs Sistrunk (crossed out) 
 
Ft Ogden 
Mrs Jordan  
Mrs Kennie 
Mrs Horn 
Mr (unfinished) 
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The crowed Ways by Sears 
The City grows up Chapter 1 
 
By travel one may jump generations turn the clock backward by centuaries. There are stories that were told 
by our great grand mothers who traveled alone on horse back with a babe in her arms through the forests 
(“of” crossed out) from New York to visit her mother in Connicicutt storries of communities self contained 
in what they thought  as in  what the consumed the good old days of the spinning wheel and restricted 
community life, not being able to go back to those days I decided a few years ago to go over them I found 
them in the carpathian mountains of Checholvakia. The villiage 
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of Merr-gus-ovci 
The dress of the people make the first strong impression the men in full sleeved linen shirts and wide wool 
fleeced trousers, the women in very full printed linen skirts full dark aprons decorated  bodices bright head 
shawls tied under the chin the lettle dress like their mothers but with shawls of flaming red Except for their 
boots the people make all of their clothing during the long winter months with their own hands from flax 
and wool made on their own farms Their dark bread & butter sheep & goats cheese practically all their food 
had them selves produced. Do you drink coffee? Why drink coffie when you milk was the reply. We have 
very little use for money. 
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We raise almost every thing we need. Industry in this village of contrast was confined to Agriculture,  
 



 
horses, sheep, geese & Stock, in the harvest time men, women & children were in the fields there was 
exchange of labor. All contracts were personal and intimate 
The social life in this village was community centered in Church, in schools, And in home. Every man 
carried his own burden save only as a family or nieghbor volunteered to give him a lift.There was no need 
of organized Social Service We were struck with another out 
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outstanding fact in the sharpest contrast with American Citrus 
The people were of one race Slovacks All save for one a resident conoly of gypsies they were not the 
roving kind but were a permanent settlement poor huts with out floor or furniture a bit of straw for beds a 
box for a table the earth for chairs, a few stones for the fire and scraps of beef bones from a village killing 
of beef the night before The people are enimic and half staved they did not have any to much sympathy for 
their national team mates with whom they were tied in to the New Republic 
Through out our study we shall consider life in the American cities in contrast with the life in Mengus-
tovia. In this c______ 
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let us observe some of the more obvious difference food betrays nationality (“more” crossed out) and race 
for more than does clothing. The racial back ground of the city neighbor-hood is betrayed by the grocery , 
the fruit stand, the café and coffee stand Chinese gravitate to china town to buy their rice and distinct 
vegetable, Hungarians and Italians seek their own restaurants for goulash & spaghetti- In Menqusovia we 
found the people to be our chief interest they were bigger than their village and more important than their 
clothing 
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and food- Persons stood out in value above every thing. We found them at the best as hosts-Page 
12=American City men are lost in the works sky scrapers hotels & bridges are more imposing than people. 
Hotels, theaters and other Amusement centers are more alluring than homes Only the more favored in the 
cities can dispence the grace of hospitality Industry using the word in a very general sence is a point of 
sharpest contrast between the modern city and the MengusoviaThere industry united people while the 
moden city the industry has __between the workers on one side and the owner & managers on the other 
side The city is not 
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a new problem it is a new thing. And again the modern city marks on epoch in our civilization, but the 
source of the citys human supply will bear closer study=By Natural Increase+Mengusovia our village of 
contrast reared its own people as did the community of the authors boyhood The was but one source of man 
supply=babies what is now tecknically as natural increase until very recently people died in the cities faster 
than they were born. Less than 100 years since  (“since” repeated) the balance between deaths & births 
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was struck in favor of the birth This is true of cities the world over=From Many lands=It is a well known 
fact that for more than a generation immigrants from Europe & Asia have settled largely in Cities, The 
Jews as ever are city men. Farmers (“from” crossed out) and village people from Italy have taken to the 
cities of America So to have the Greeks Syrians Russian  Chines & Japaneese all of them accustomed to 
country ways are open fields. Chicago for example has drawn nearly 1/8 of its population from Polish 
sources more than 1/8 of jerman sourse and 1/12 from Russia sources 
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Had there been an even distribution in the flow of immgration it would like the flood of the river Nile have 
left a deposite that would have made for the enrichment of America it was not so distributed Southeastern 
Europeans for example have been attracted most largely to the Metropolis causing upheavals in scores of 
communities and confusion in church life over large areas From several countries there is a considerable 
inflow Germany British Isles, Canada and Mexico 
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Rural Areas 
American did not begin their rapid growth until long after the Revolution indeed not until the Civil War. 
After 1860 &1870 the chief occupation of the country suddenly began to change from Agriculture to 
Manufact up to the time of the Civil War the majority of workers were engaged in Agriculture. And after 
the war the rural movement to the cities became a mass movement with only temporary interruptions 
During the past few years the movement from country to city has been greatly augmented by the city tr__ 
of Negros. Never in the history of the nation has there been any thing comparable to this shift of 
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Negros from country to city 
This mass movement not only complicates the city problems, it intensifies the race problems=City growth 
& church growth=cities have drawn from the great population of reservois for nearly two generations the 
flow towards the cities has been steady and in large volume: though deminished it is still disproportionate 
to the increase in rural areas. Until 1926 the dec______ census of Religeous Bodies made no division in it 
return on the basis of rural and urban member ship there 
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fore no comparisn can be made decade by decade the 1926 sensus shows that there is a higher percentage 
of urban population than of rural in church member ship The entire population of the U.S. is 54% urban 
while of the total recorded member ship in ten leading religious bodies 69.9% is urban. It is evidendent 
how ever that certain religious bodies have profited more largely than others from the urban growth of 
(“the” crossed out) population. In ratio (“to”crossed out) of urban to rural members the Jews show the 
sharpest contrast 99% urbon the Roman Catholic church is almost as great 82% urban while the combined 
member ship of Baptist and Methodist in the U.S. is greater than the 
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membership. The C-claim more city-members than the B-M Presby Epipcopalian & Lutherans combined 
The rapid urban growth of Eastern Orthodox church clearily reflects Southeastern Eureopean immigration 
that of the Luthern churches reflect the Europen sorces generally Catholic growth reflects the heavy C-
immigration under (“the”) old immigration laws the new immigration (“laws” crossed out) of today is 
predomately Protestant in Faith giving the Protestant churches a new responsibility and the largest 
opportunity they have had in generations 
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The worlds knoweledge has ever been preserved in Cities and what shall we say of the m___ company of 
those who are drawn to the City by the lure of city life, for recreation for amusement, for culture, for 
religion, for thrill and mere curiosity or that they may perchance find more life and fuller 
(“The city its self attracts” crossed out) 
Every town and country side in America has contributed its people to the city. While men Black me_ and 
red men. People of strange tongues and n___costumes from every city and village of Europe have sought  
 



 
the crowed way of American cities Chinese, Japanese, Indians and Mongolians, Egyptians and Africans 
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have come bringing their foods (“their” crossed out) and wares, their cultures and their religion It has 
rushed in upon us before we were ready to receive it History teaches us that it takes time for a people to 
adjust them selves to great social changes In considering the problems to be presented in the following 
pages the sudden emergence of the modern city must be taken in  to acct Give civilization a chance Give 
Christianity a chance. Has any other religious system or any other culture ever been compelled to face so 
vast a social problem so suddenly? 
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Xmas cards rec 1936 
 

Julius & Jessie Skinner   Louisville Ky 
Dorothy Washington    Detroit Michigan 
Nettie & Charlie Gatewood  West Point Ky 
Person Bros   Punta Gorda Fla 
Mrs W H Frederich  Louisville Ky 
Mrs Rosa Rowell  Miami Fla 
Mrs BF Oswald    Punta Gorda Fla 
Mr & Mrs T W Turner    Mulberry Fla 
Mr & Mrs C.E. Oliver   Tampa Fla 
Mr & Mrs J.M Keeley   Tampa Fla 
Mr & Mrs M.D. Geiger   Aguca Fla 
Mr & Mrs F. Sistrunk   Punta Gorda Fla 
Mr & Mrs R.M Hoffman   Ft Myers Box 79, Rt 1 
Mrs Reys A Long   Frankfort Michigan 
Harold & Mary Aber  Punt Gorda Fla 
Mr & Mrs C.D. May   Knig Ferry N.J. 
_enry Farrington  Venice Fla 
_ C Williamson   Tampa Fla 
Francis Sallygaber   Donaldson Tenn 
Mr & Mrs S.M. Kirton   Dover Fla 
Mrs Sarah Brillhart   Clear Water  Fla 
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Mrs Hilda Evans 733 Columbia St Los Angeles Cal Whittier Apt 
Mr & Mrs Frank Smith    St James Fla 
Mrs Lillie Giddens   Dunedin Fla 
George & Liddia Soux   Amnityville N.J. 
Mrs Laura Reed   Punta Gorda Fla 
Donald McQueen   Sarasota Fla 
Mrs Emma King   Marianna Fla 
J.E _all Jr    Lake City Fla 
Mr & Mrs Gatewood 254 W 60th St Los Angeles  
Tommie & Lillian Ham   Sarasota  Fla 
Mr & Mrs Jasper Neely 420 E Balto St Baltmore _ 
Mr & Mrs J.O. Baker   West Bay Annex Jacksonville 
Mrs Bertha Hoffman & Wanda   Miami Fla 
Mr & Mrs A.W. Krieibler 2163 N W 7th Ave Miami  Fla 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


